Abstract-Analyzing the precision of vegetation height estimation with compact (i.e., single transmit instead of dual transmit) polarimetric interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PolInSAR) with the homogeneous random volume over ground model can help justify the use of this type of radar rather than using the full PolInSAR. However, since compact PolInSAR provides less information than full PolInSAR, a loss of precision in the vegetation height estimation is expected, which can depend on the single transmit polarization. The adaptation of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) derived for full PolInSAR in our earlier work to compact PolInSAR measurement provides a general methodology to characterize this loss of precision. Indeed, the CRB is a lower bound of the variance of unbiased estimators that does not depend on the choice of a particular estimation method. We illustrate this methodology for P-band measurements with three synthetic examples chosen for their variability of polarimetric responses. For these examples, it is shown that there can exist a large set of transmit polarizations for which the loss of precision described by the CRB is small (smaller than a factor 2) although there also exist transmit polarizations for which the loss can be large (about a factor 100). This loss of precision is compared with the large dependency of the precision to the vegetation height estimation that can be observed with the vegetation height (more than a factor 100 in the precision described by the CRB) when all the other parameters of the vegetation, ground, and radar system are constant.
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Abstract-Analyzing the precision of vegetation height estimation with compact (i.e., single transmit instead of dual transmit) polarimetric interferometric synthetic aperture radar (PolInSAR) with the homogeneous random volume over ground model can help justify the use of this type of radar rather than using the full PolInSAR. However, since compact PolInSAR provides less information than full PolInSAR, a loss of precision in the vegetation height estimation is expected, which can depend on the single transmit polarization. The adaptation of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) derived for full PolInSAR in our earlier work to compact PolInSAR measurement provides a general methodology to characterize this loss of precision. Indeed, the CRB is a lower bound of the variance of unbiased estimators that does not depend on the choice of a particular estimation method. We illustrate this methodology for P-band measurements with three synthetic examples chosen for their variability of polarimetric responses. For these examples, it is shown that there can exist a large set of transmit polarizations for which the loss of precision described by the CRB is small (smaller than a factor 2) although there also exist transmit polarizations for which the loss can be large (about a factor 100). This loss of precision is compared with the large dependency of the precision to the vegetation height estimation that can be observed with the vegetation height (more than a factor 100 in the precision described by the CRB) when all the other parameters of the vegetation, ground, and radar system are constant. and different estimation techniques have been developed [4] - [7] , [11] . However, because of the constraints imposed by spaceborne missions, it has been proposed to analyze whether compact PolInSAR [9] , [12] and polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) [13] - [16] could be alternatives to full polarimetric systems. With compact PolInSAR systems [9] , [12] - [16] , two compact PolSAR datasets are measured from two different locations. For each compact PolSAR dataset, the scene is illuminated with only one polarization instead of two orthogonal polarizations that are transmitted sequentially with full PolSAR approaches. At the reception, the two orthogonal linear polarizations (horizontal H and vertical V) are received.
Index Terms-Compact polarimetry (CP)
Since each compact PolSAR dataset corresponds to two scalar SAR images obtained from two different locations, a compact PolInSAR dataset finally results in four complex scalar images instead of six with a full PolInSAR dataset (assuming the reciprocity principle). Hence, the compact PolInSAR leads to a loss of information in comparison with the full PolInSAR and this loss is expected to be a function of the single transmit (i.e., emitted) polarization state. It has been shown in [1] from numerical simulations that the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) can be useful to analyze the vegetation height estimation precision obtained with full PolInSAR and the homogeneous RVoG vegetation model. Indeed, the CRB provides a lower bound to the variance of any unbiased estimator. In this paper, we propose to adapt this approach [1] in order to analyze the CRB obtained as a function of the transmit polarization of a compact PolInSAR system. Such an analysis allows the rigorous characterization of the loss of precision that results from using a compact instead of the full PolInSAR system. Indeed, such a characterization is independent of a particular estimation method of the vegetation or of the ground height and only depends on the PolInSAR response model. As a consequence, the CRB analysis allows one to know whether a poor precision in the estimation of these parameters results from a lack of information of the analyzed data. We illustrate this aspect with numerical simulations in which a simple adaptation of the estimation method introduced by Cloude and Papathanassiou [6] to compact PolInSAR is applied on synthetic examples. Each example is assumed to follow an RVoG model, and thus is characterized by a vegetation and ground height, and coherency matrices of the volume and of the ground. Furthermore, this RVoG model is restricted to media with azimuthal symmetry on the volume and reflection symmetry on the ground [17] . It is shown that this simple technique can lead, for the considered examples, to an estimation variance of compact PolInSAR close to the CRB for a sufficiently large set of pixels of the analyzed area. We also derive a simple method to evaluate the minimum size under which the estimation is surely not efficient.
In the following, we illustrate the usefulness of the CRB methodology with three examples. These examples have not been selected in order to describe particular forests but to illustrate the variability of results that can be obtained. In particular, we show that the precision can strongly vary with the transmit polarization. Although the optimal transmit polarizations (i.e., that minimize the CRB) can vary with the vegetation height when the other RVoG parameters are fixed, an efficient tradeoff between precision and system implementation complexity has been obtained with a priori fixed transmit polarizations for the considered examples of this paper. Nevertheless, it appears important to precisely characterize the influence of the transmit polarization for each new physical situation. Indeed, different behaviors may be obtained with different characteristics of the vegetation properties, which can modify the performance of the considered transmit polarizations. This variability of behaviors confirms the importance of using the CRB to analyze the precision that can be expected for vegetation height estimation.
II. BACKGROUND ON PolInSAR AND HOMOGENEOUS
RVoG MODEL
A. PolInSAR Measurements
The basic principles of single baseline full PolInSAR configuration consists of two antennas so that each antenna corresponds to a different location. The transmit antennas illuminate the scene with two orthogonal polarization states, and the backscattered field is measured for each antenna along two orthogonal polarization states, denoted H and V , respectively, [18] . Denoting also H and V the orthogonal transmit polarization states, the measured signal for antenna p (with 
In SAR datasets, because of the presence of fully developed speckle [19] , the backscattering vector k is assumed to be a realization of a random vector with a zero-mean complex circular Gaussian probability density. The random vector k is then characterized by its covariance matrix ϒ given by
where † is the Hermitian operator and is the statistical average. This 6 × 6 covariance matrix ϒ can be estimated in homogeneous regions where the measurements are identically distributed (i.e., so that the k vectors for each pixel are distributed with the same probability density function).
Furthermore, ϒ is a simple function of the covariance matrices T p = u p u † p defined for each antenna p and of the interferometric coherency matrix = u 1 u † 2 defined between antennas 1 and 2.
With a compact PolInSAR mode, a single polarization is transmitted, and the compact scattering response can be derived from the full PolInSAR model. The Jones vector χ) ] T of the compact transmit polarization corresponds to an elliptic polarization state (see [20] , [38] or [16] , [21] ) with orientation ψ and ellipticity χ, which can be written as
where i 2 = −1. For antenna p, the compact system responsẽ
T to the incident polarization J (ψ, χ) can be deduced from the full polarimetric response (see [20] , [21] ) with
Thenũ
with
which leads to the covariance matrices
with p = 1, 2 and q = 1, 2. The compact covariance matrices
and the compact interferometric coherency matrix (ψ, χ) = ũ 1 (ψ, χ)ũ 2 (ψ, χ) † can thus be easily deduced from the full covariance matrices T p and from the full interferometric coherency matrix .
B. Homogeneous RVoG Model
Although it has been shown that a more precise scatterer repartition can be estimated with multibaseline configurations [22] - [24] than with single baseline systems, the latter configurations also have some advantages and need to be characterized. Indeed, single baseline systems are simpler than multibaseline systems and we propose in this paper to investigate the additional simplification obtained with compact polarimetry. The estimation is then based on a simple model for the compact PolInSAR response which corresponds to the response of an RVoG model [2] , [3] . The ground response describes the backscattering of the wave by scatterers located at the ground level and can include a part of the ground-tree interaction responses, which can introduce double bounces. The volume response occurs in the vegetation, which is described with statistically independent scatterers. Several hypotheses are made in this paper to simplify the vegetation model. The first one is that the scatterers are randomly located with a constant concentration along the vertical direction, which corresponds to a homogenous model. The second one consists in considering isotropic volume response, which corresponds to randomly oriented scatterers with an isotropic distribution. This assumption implies that, if the transmit polarization is rotated by a fixed angle, then the polarization state of the wave backscattered by the volume is also rotated by the same angle. In this case, a simple parametric description of the matrices T p and can be obtained. Let h v denote the vegetation height that has to be estimated. With full polarimetry and the homogeneous RVoG model, the vegetation (or volume) and the ground responses are, respectively, described by the 3 × 3 Hermitian polarimetric coherency matrices T vol and T gro and by the mean extinction σ v of the vegetation. The acquisition configuration is characterized by the incident angle θ and the height sensitivity k z , which are defined by the acquisition geometry. As explained in [25] , k z = (4π B ⊥ /λR sin θ), where B ⊥ is the perpendicular baseline, R is the range, and λ is the free-space wavelength.
The hypothesis of homogenous RVoG model implies that the different volume layers are characterized by the same coherency matrix T vol ; it can then be shown [2] , [3] , [6] that the RVoG model can be written as
where, neglecting the thermal noise, I 1 , I 2 , and φ g can be written as
with a = e −αh v and α = 2σ v /cos θ , and where z g is the relative ground height after removal of the flat earth phase contribution [25] . It has been shown [18] , [26] that the homogeneous RVoG model can be used to estimate the vegetation height h v with P-band single-baseline configuration [8] , [9] . In that case, the a priori knowledge of the attenuation parameter σ v is required. In this paper, the value of σ v measured in [8] and reported in Table I will be considered. With such a priori knowledge, the parameters h v , T vol , T gro , and the ground phase φ g can be estimated.
C. CRB for Full PolInSAR and Homogeneous RVoG Model
It has been shown in [1] that the CRB can be useful to characterize the estimation precision within the scope of the homogeneous RVoG model with full PolInSAR. Let us recall some useful statistical notions for this paper, which have also been presented in [1] . For this purpose, let t vol,1 , t vol,2 , . . . , t vol,9 and t gro,1 , t gro,2 , . . . , t gro,9 denote, respectively, the nine unknown real coefficients of T vol and T gro . With this notation, each complex coefficient corresponds to two real parameters. Furthermore, let
T denotes the vector of unknown parameters, each of these 20 parameters ν j can be estimated, with K leading to 20 estimators ν j (K). The estimator ν j (K) is unbiased if the statistical average ν j (K) over the different possible realizations of K is equal to the true value ν 0 j of the parameter. Otherwise, the bias is defined
The precision of an unbiased estimator can be characterized with its variance var
which measures the dispersion of the estimated values around the mean value.
A minimal bound of the variance of ν j (K) is obtained with the CRB and such an approach has been developed in [1] for full PolInSAR with the RVoG model. The Cramer-Rao lower bound specifies [1] , [27] that any unbiased estimator satisfies the following inequality for any vector a ∈ R D [27] where D is the number of unknown real parameters
where P(K|ν 0 ) is the probability density function (pdf) of observing K when the parameter is ν 0 . When the N measurements of the PolInSAR dataset are statistically independent and identically distributed with a zero mean complex circular Gaussian density, the Fisher information matrix I F can be obtained using the Slepian-Bang formula [28] [
where tr is the trace operator. Equation (9) leads in particular
, which corresponds to a minimal bound for the variance of any unbiased estimator of ν j . An unbiased estimator is efficient if it reaches the bound, i.e., if the inequality of (9) becomes an equality [27] . In this case, the covariance matrix is equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix, and the nondiagonal elements of (I F ) −1 correspond to the covariance values of the different estimations. More precisely, for such efficient estimators, the covariance between the fluctuations of the estimators is equal to cov(
In order to compute the Fisher matrix I F , the terms ∂ϒ/∂ν j have to be obtained from the derivatives of (7) with respect to h v , φ g , and the elements of T vol and T gro as detailed in [1] .
III. HEIGHT PRECISION ANALYSIS WITH THE CRB FOR COMPACT PolInSAR

A. CRB for Compact PolInSAR and RVoG Model
The CRB analyzed in [1] for full PolInSAR systems can be adapted to compact PolInSAR measurements, which allows easy computation of the CRB for different values of the RVoG parameters. Using (6)- (8) , it is easy to obtain the response of compact PolInSAR systems with the RVoG model. Indeed, let ϒ denote the 4 × 4 covariance matrix of the 4-
With the same assumptions of homogeneous RVoG model as for full polarimetry, the covariance matrix can be written as
where T vol = T vol (ψ, χ) and T gro = T gro (ψ, χ) can be obtained for each ψ, χ values with (6) as follows:
where m = vol, gro. These matrices are unknown since T gro and T vol are unknown. Thus, lett vol,1 ,t vol,2 ,t vol,3 ,t vol,4 ,t gro,1 ,t gro,2 ,t gro,3 , andt gro,4 denote the eight unknown real coefficients of the Hermitian 2 × 2 matrices T vol and T gro , and let us introduce the vector of unknown parameters η = [h v , φ g ,t vol,1 , t vol,2 , . . . ,t gro,4 ] T . From the measurement set K obtained in the compact configuration, each η j with j = 1, 2, .., 10 can be estimated and these estimations will be noted η j (K).
The Fisher information for the transmit polarization of orientation and ellipticity (ψ, χ) is then given by [1] and [28] 
which has to be evaluated with T vol (ψ, χ) and T gro (ψ, χ) obtained for each ψ, χ values with (13) .
B. Influence of the Transmit Polarization
In the following, the precision described by the CRB of the vegetation height estimation of compact PolInSAR is illustrated with three examples which are described in Table I . For each set of parameters in Table I , the CRB is computed in full configuration with (7) and (10) and the ones in compact configuration with (12) and (14) . The considered experimental context corresponds to P-band PolInSAR systems which have been used, for example, with the ONERA RAMSES system (see [10] for the Pyla 2004 campaign) or with the SETHI system (see [29] for the TropiSAR campaign). Although these examples can be obtained from estimations with P-band PolIn-SAR measurements [10] , [29] when the volume and ground coherency matrices are constrained using symmetry properties [17] , they have not been selected for their representation of real situations but to illustrate the variability of behaviors that can be encountered. Note that in Table I , the energy of the ground on H H is higher than on V V because the coherency matrix T gro is actually the sum of two contributions: the ground backscattering and the ground-to-truck interaction (double bounce), which are both located at the same height z g .
Let CRB F (h v ) and CRB C (h v ) denote, respectively, the CRB of h v with full and compact PolInSAR. These quantities are, respectively, equal to [I 
. Indeed, the ratio ρ(ψ, χ) characterizes the relative increase of the CRB using a compact instead of a full PolInSAR system. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the same precision is obtained with an unbiased efficient estimator if the number of measurements N C and N F of a compact and a full PolInSAR system, respectively, satisfy N C = ρ(ψ, χ)N F . As a consequence, this ratio ρ(ψ, χ) also characterizes the loss of spatial resolution for vegetation height estimation for a fixed vegetation height estimation precision with unbiased efficient estimators.
The ratio ρ(ψ, χ) is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of ψ and χ for the two first examples of Table I . For these figures, the vertical axis ψ has been regularly sampled between 0 and π with 101 values, whereas the horizontal axis χ has been regularly sampled between −π/4 and π/4 with 51 values. For Ex 1, the CRB of h v with full polarimetry (i.e., CRB F (h v )) is approximately equal to 6 m 2 for a sample size N = 100. In other words, 600 pixels are needed to get a precision of 1 m for efficient estimators. Furthermore, for Ex 1, and with the considered sampling on ψ and χ, the obtained minimal value ρ min of ρ(ψ, χ) is 1.09 while its maximal value ρ max is The compact CRB for polarizations P H , P V , P π/4 , P B , and P W are also indicated.
143. The polarization states that correspond to these extrema are also shown in Fig. 1 
The values of ρ(ψ, χ) for Ex 1, 2, and 3 for four particular transmit polarizations that have been discussed in the literature [9] , [13] , [14] and for the best transmit polarization P B that minimizes ρ(ψ, χ) and the worst P W that maximizes ρ(ψ, χ) are reported in Table II . The four particular transmit polarizations correspond to linear horizontal (
, and circular transmit polarization (ψ ∈ [0, π], χ = ±π/4) denoted P C . With Ex 1, the value of ρ(ψ, χ) for transmit polarization P H and P π/4 are close to the optimal one. The value of ρ(ψ, χ) for transmit polarization P C (which, for a spaceborne mission, presents the advantage of being Faradayrotation-insensitive) is approximately three times larger than the optimal one and double that obtained with P π/4 . Finally, the value of ρ(ψ, χ) obtained with linear vertical polarization P V is close to the worst value. With Ex 2, the situation is slightly different. Indeed, the transmit polarization P V leads for this example to CRB values much better than the worst CRB value. For this example, P C and P π/4 still lead to an increase of the CRB smaller than three times the value of the Fig. 1 demonstrates that the optimal transmit polarization can vary from one physical situation to another. This difference in behavior can be due to the differences in the intensities backscattered by the volume and by the ground, and also to the differences of the polarimetric characteristics of the waves backscattered by each medium. However, the difference in behaviors obtained with the horizontal and vertical transmit polarizations can be correlated with the recent results obtained for PolSAR, PolInSAR, and tomographic analysis [17] , [30] - [32] and will be detailed later. Furthermore, the good performance of the π/4 linear transmit polarization can be interpreted for the analyzed examples as resulting from the ability of this polarization state to enhance the difference of polarization characteristics of the wave backscattered by the volume with the wave backscattered by the ground. Indeed, the ground response results from the contribution of the ground backscattering and of the ground-to-trunk interaction, which is anisotropic, while the volume is assumed isotropic.
Let us discuss more precisely these aspects. With compact PolInSAR, the polarimetric characteristics of the measured backscattered waves are the ones defined for electrical fields [33] : i.e., the main polarization state, which is the polarization state of the wave that contains the highest intensity; and the degree of polarization of the wave, which is the normalized difference of the eigenvalue of the coherency matrix (i.e., the covariance matrix of the field). The polarization state can also be represented with a point in the Poincarè sphere [18] , [33] , [34] . The degree of polarization then corresponds to the distance of this point to the center of the sphere, while the main polarization state corresponds to the direction defined by this point and the center of the sphere. For the considered examples, the matrices T vol have been constrained [6] , [17] to describe isotropic media. Thus, the intensity of the wave backscattered by the volume is independent of the transmit polarization. Furthermore, if the transmit polarization is linear and is rotated by a fixed angle, then the polarization state of the backscattered wave is rotated by the same angle. As a result, the degrees of polarization denoted P 
vol ). Moreover, with linear transmit polarizations, the main polarization state of the wave backscattered by the volume remains equal to the transmit polarization state.
As mentioned above, the ground response is anisotropic, i.e., if a linear transmit polarization is rotated by a fixed angle, then the main polarization state of the wave backscattered by the ground is not in general simply rotated by the same angle. However, if the transmit polarization is horizontal (respectively vertical), then the main polarization state of the wave backscattered by the ground is also horizontal (resp. vertical). This is no longer true with a linear polarization state oriented at π/4 since in that case the main polarization state of the wave backscattered by the ground is no longer a linear polarization state oriented at π/4. Thus, for vertical or horizontal transmit polarization, the difference of the polarization characteristics of the wave backscattered by the ground and by the volume is limited to the difference of their degrees of polarization, while for the linear polarization state oriented at π/4 the main polarization states of the backscattered waves are also different. The ability to estimate vegetation height is related to the ability to discriminate between the ground and the volume responses [6] . This ability is a function of the difference of the polarization characteristics of the waves backscattered by each medium, which can be enhanced if their main polarization states are different. These difference in behaviors with the linear horizontal, vertical, and π/4 transmit polarizations can be correlated with the results of Table II. For circular transmit polarization, the wave backscattered by the volume has a lower degree of polarization than for a linear transmit polarization. This property may have an influence since, if the degree of polarization P (X ) vol = 0 for a transmit polarization P X , then the wave backscattered by the volume is totally depolarized and thus its difference in polarization characteristics with the wave backscattered by the ground mostly results from the degree of polarization of this last wave and not from its main polarization state. These characteristics can be observed in Table III , which presents, for the considered examples, the degrees of polarization of the wave backscattered by the volume P (X ) vol , by the ground P (X )
gro , and the ratio R (X ) = T r[ T (X )
gro ]/T r[ T (X )
vol ] which is proportional to the intensity of the wave backscattered by the ground. This table also indicates whether the main polarization states of the wave backscattered by the volume and by the ground are identical.
The difference between the precision of the vegetation height estimation with the vertical or with the horizontal transmit polarization can be analyzed with the suggestion of a different analysis [30] - [32] that |S HH | 2 ≥ |S VV | 2 ≥ |S HV | 2 and that S HH S HV S VV S HV 0 [17] for forest grounds. These relations have been confirmed with recent tomographic analysis, such as in [35] and [36] , and are consistent with the analyzed examples of this paper. In that case, the difference of the polarization characteristics of the waves backscattered by the volume or by the ground can only depend of their degrees of polarization since, for both the vertical and the horizontal transmit polarizations, the main polarization state of the backscattered waves by both media are identical. However, the above inequalities imply that the degree of polarization of the wave backscattered by the ground with horizontal transmit polarization is greater than the one obtained with vertical transmit polarization (i.e.,
, and is also greater than the degree of polarization of the wave backscattered by the volume. The difference of polarization characteristics of the waves backscattered by the ground and by the volume is thus higher with horizontal transmit polarization than with vertical transmit polarization.
It has been early noticed [6] that T = [T vol ] −1 T gro is a relevant matrix and it reduces to
gro for compact PolInSAR. As detailed in [37] , the difference of two waves can be characterized with two quantities that quantify the contrast between them. For the problem discussed in this paper, they correspond to the two eigenvalues of
(or to a bijective transformation of these two quantities). It is interesting to report in Table III the 
2 ), which has a simple physical interpretation. Indeed, if a linear transformation is applied to the received wave so that the wave backscattered by the volume is totally depolarized, this linear transformation also modifies the wave backscattered by the ground, but this wave usually remains partially polarized. The normalized difference factor A (X ) in that case is equal to the degree of polarization of the wave backscattered by the ground after the linear transformation. Table I and for fixed transmit polarization P V , P π/4 , P C , for the transmit polarization that minimizes (P B ) and maximizes (P W ) the CRB for each h v and for full PolInSAR when the sample size is N = 100.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that, although in the analyzed examples a large value of A (X ) is often an indication of a low compact PolInSAR CRB with transmit polarization P X , it is not always the case (see in Tables II and III , e.g., the CRB and A (X ) for Ex 3 with circular and horizontal linear transmit polarizations). As previously mentioned, since there are actually two contrast parameters [37] , the performance of the different transmit polarizations should not be interpreted considering only the polarization contrast A (X ) . The variation of the backscattered intensity ratio R (X ) can also have an effect on the CRB. The large variation of this quantity for Ex 3 in comparison to Ex 1 and Ex 2 can explain the difference in behaviors for the interpretation with A (X ) . These results emphasize the importance of looking at the CRB which is further underlined in the next section where the dependency with the vegetation height is analyzed.
C. Performance Variations With the Vegetation Height
In this section, we analyze the CRB as a function of the vegetation height for different transmit polarizations. For that purpose, the methodology described in the previous section is applied for different values of h v while the other parameters z g , T vol , and T gro are kept unchanged. For each example, the polarization has been optimized to determine P W and P B that, respectively, maximizes and minimizes ρ(ψ, χ) with the above-mentioned sampling on ψ and χ for each h v values sampled with a step of (e a /1000) (where e a is the ambiguity Fig. 3 . Evolution of the CRB as a function of h v for Ex 2 of Table I height equal to 2π/k z ). The values of the CRB of h v as a function of h v are reported in Fig. 2 for transmit polarizations P V , P π/4 , and P C and for the transmit polarizations P B and P W for Ex 1 and Ex 3 of Table I . The full PolInSAR CRB is also reported on these figures.
It can be observed that the CRB of full and of compact PolInSAR measurements have globally the same shape. However, it is also clear for Ex 1 and Ex 3 that the CRB obtained with P V is quite close to the worst transmit polarization P W for all h v and is significantly larger than with the other transmit polarizations. Furthermore, the P π/4 polarization provides approximately the same CRB results as for the optimal P B for these examples. The performance obtained with the P C (i.e., circular) polarization is slightly degraded in comparison with the one obtained with the P π/4 and P B polarizations.
It can also be observed with Ex 1 that there exists a vegetation height h loc v for which the CRB for compact and full PolInSAR presents a local minimal value. The CRB of both compact and full PolInSAR measurements drastically increases for h v values larger than h loc v . Moreover, for the particular vegetation height h loc v , no significant difference of the CRB between the different considered transmit polarizations is observed. With Ex 1, when N = 100, the CRB for full PolInSAR measurement is approximately equal to 1.4 m 2 when h v = 6 m, to 0.3 m 2 when h v = 16 m, and to 8 m 2 when h v = 26 m. These differences are amplified with the worst transmit polarization P W . For instance, with this example, approximately 2 × 10 3 pixels are needed to estimate the height of 30-m trees with 1 m precision with full PolInSAR and an efficient estimator and 3 × 10 3 pixels are needed with polarization P π/4 , while 3 × 10 5 pixels are necessary with the worst transmit polarizations (P V and P W ).
The results obtained with Ex 3 have also been reported in order to show that a different behavior can be observed. However, the influence of h v is still important because, between h v 5 and h v 20 m, the CRB has increased by approximately a factor 10 for polarizations P π/4 and P C , while the increase is about a factor 1000 for P W and P V . We show in Fig. 3 , with Ex 2, the influence of optimizing the transmit polarization for different fixed h v values. In the previous examples, the results were presented for the transmit polarizations P B that minimize ρ(ψ, χ) for each h v . In Fig. 3 , the CRB is also shown when the transmit polarization is only optimized for h v = 1 11 e a or h v = (10/11) e a (respectively, denoted P B (1/11e a ) and P B (10/11e a ) ) where e a = 2π/k z . Although the optimal transmit polarization is different for h v = (1/11) e a and h v = (10/11) e a , we do not observe in this example a large degradation of the CRB if the CRB is optimized for a particular vegetation height. The CRBs obtained with transmit polarization P π/4 and P W are also shown in Fig. 3 . Globally, a similar behavior as that of Ex 1 can be observed although the value of h loc v is different. Finally, it can be noticed that the normalized difference of the eigenvalues of [ T Table III , is smaller than 0.4 for Ex 1 and Ex 2 while they are larger than 0.8 for Ex 3 for which no local minima are observed.
D. Analysis of the Local Optimal Vegetation Height
It has been seen with Ex 1 and Ex 2 that there exists a vegetation height h loc v for which the CRB for compact and full PolInSAR measurements present a local minimal value and for which no significant difference of the CRB between the different considered transmit polarizations can be observed. In order to investigate this result, let us first analyze for Ex 1 the CRB on h v when z g is unknown or known, denoted CRB(h v ) and CRB(h v |z g ), respectively. The value of CRB(h v |z g ) is determined with the vector of unknown parameters [h v ,t vol,1 ,t vol,2 , . . . ,t gro,4 ] T . This CRB is still obtained with (14) but now the size of the Fisher information matrix is 9 × 9. These CRB has been reported in Fig. 4 for the vertical transmit polarization P V . The CRB on the estimation of z g , denoted CRB(z g ), is also reported. It can be seen that, when z g is known, there exists no sharp local minimum of CRB (h v |z g ) . Furthermore, the knowledge of z g decreases drastically the CRB on h v on this example
and such an influence has already been reported for full PolInSAR measurements [38] .
The correlation between the fluctuations of z g and h v that results from their estimation can be analyzed regarding their covariance. For efficient estimators, this covariance is equal to the off-diagonal element of the inverse of the Fisher information that corresponds to these variables, i.e.,
), which varies necessarily between −1 and 1, has been shown for this example in Fig. 4. It can be observed that c n (h v , z g ) is positive for small h v and negative for higher h v . There also exists a value of h v for which this normalized covariance is equal to 0. In that case, the fluctuations of the estimation of h v are uncorrelated to the fluctuations of the estimation of z g . The curve CRB(h v ) has a local minimum approximately for this vegetation height and, in that case, CRB(h v ) CRB(h v |z g ). It can thus be conjectured that, for this experimental configuration, most of the fluctuations of h v when z g is unknown correspond to transmission of the fluctuations of z g to h v through their correlation. A similar behavior has been observed with Ex 2 but not with Ex 3.
The behavior of the covariance between the estimations of h v and z g with finite size sets of pixels can be interpreted in the coherence diagram (i.e., representation of the coherence in the complex plane) as shown in Appendix I. In particular, at first order, the vegetation height for which there is no correlation between the estimation fluctuations of h v and z g corresponds to regions of coherence in the complex plane (after ground phase rotation) whose center is located on the circle of radius 1/2 and centered on the point of coordinates (1/2, 0). Furthermore, let us introduce the volume only coherence
which corresponds to I 2 /I 1 of (8). It can be seen (see Appendix II) that, in the limiting case where |γ V (h v )| 1, the circle of radius 1/2 and centered on (1/2, 0) corresponds approximately to the h v values for which the same energy is scattered by the ground and by the volume. Note that this discussion on correlation between z g and h v is relevant for both compact and full configurations.
IV. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE ESTIMATOR FOR COMPACT PolInSAR
A. Considered Estimation Method
Since there is no guarantee that any estimator is unbiased with a variance equal to the CRB, we discuss in this section the efficiency of a simple estimation method. The considered method corresponds to a particular implementation of the Cloude and Papathanassiou estimator [6] , [8] , which has been adapted for compact PolInSAR measurements. This method has been used in [1] to discuss the CRB in the context of full PolInSAR measurements. The particular implementation for compact PolInSAR is based on the analysis of the region of coherence, defined as the set of points in the complex plane 
where , T 1 , and T 2 are the estimations of , T 1 , and T 2 on a finite size set of N pixels and wherew varies in the set of the six received polarizations that correspond to the following Jones vectors (in lexicographic basis):
A least-square line fit is then performed on the coherence points obtained with the previous Jones vectors. The ground phase φ g is estimated with the intersections of this line with the unit circle centered on the point of coordinates (0, 0). Among the two obtained solutions, φ g (K) is chosen to be the closest to the true value. Obviously, in real situations the true ground height is not available and other solutions have to be implemented [5] - [9] . The line is then rotated around the center of coordinates (0, 0) with an angle − φ g (K) so that the point of coordinates (1, 0) belongs to the rotated line. When it exists, the intersection between the previous rotated line and γ V (h v ) defined with (15) leads to the estimated h v (K) value of h v .
B. Numerical Simulations and Precision Analysis
For each N value, a sample K = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k N } of random circular and complex vectors of the covariance matrix ϒ has been generated and the vegetation height h v and the ground phase φ g have been estimated for 500 independent sample realizations, which allows the estimation of the bias On one hand, it can be observed that, for large N values, the estimator is approximately efficient for both h v and φ g and for both transmit polarizations excepted for the estimation of h v on Ex 1 with polarization P W . It can also be noted that the bias is negligible for large N values for the estimated quantities.
On the other hand, for small N values, the estimations of h v and φ g can be biased with associated variances independent of N (the variance can be smaller than the CRB for biased estimators). The range of N for which the variances are constant is approximately the same for h v and φ g . Furthermore, this range is wider for the polarization P W than for P π/4 .
It is possible to provide a simple interpretation of this phenomenon (see Appendix III). With small N values, the region of coherence is badly estimated and the least-squares line fits obtained with the different Jones vectors can have a uniformly distributed orientation between −π and π for different realizations of K. It can be shown that, in that case, a rough approximation (see Appendix III) of the variance of
where a is the abscissa (i.e., real part) of the center of the coherence region after ground phase rotation. analyzed area under which the estimator is surely not efficient is therefore
where CRB 1 (φ g ) is the CRB for φ g when N = 1. These results show the relevance of the CRB analysis for the considered example even if a simple estimation method is implemented. They also emphasize the importance of implementing compact PolInSAR with adapted transmit polarization.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the loss of precision described by the CRB in the vegetation height estimation when the compact PolInSAR is implemented instead of the full PolInSAR. For that purpose, we have adapted the CRB methodology developed for P-band full PolInSAR in [1] to compact PolInSAR measurements. We have illustrated the approach with three examples chosen for their variability of polarimetric responses. Several observations result from this analysis. For these examples, the loss of precision can be small (smaller than a factor 2) for a large set of transmit polarizations. However, for some transmit polarizations, this loss can be very large (about a factor 100). The precision described by the CRB is observed to be very dependent on the vegetation height when all the other parameters of the model are kept constant, with a factor greater than 100 in the CRB when h v varies from 20 to 40 m for one of the considered examples. This shows that the loss of precision when considering the compact PolInSAR alternative with an appropriate incident polarization seems negligible in comparison to the influence of the vegetation height h v . It has also been observed that the knowledge of the ground elevation can drastically improve the vegetation height precision by several orders of magnitude (more than a factor 100 has been observed). A straightforward estimation method such as the one introduced by Cloude and Papathanassiou [6] adapted to compact PolInSAR can lead to efficient estimation methods, i.e., unbiased and with a minimal variance equal to the CRB, for sufficiently large sets of pixels. Furthermore, a simple approximation has been proposed to determine the number of pixels under which the estimation is surely not efficient (i.e., does not reach the CRB). It has also been observed on the considered examples that, although the optimal transmit polarization depends on the vegetation height, the optimization of the transmit polarization for each possible vegetation height is not necessary to get acceptable performances. Moreover, circular, horizontal, and π/4 transmit polarizations lead to good performance; i.e., the CRB is degraded by a factor smaller than 5 on the considered examples while vertical transmit polarization can lead to a degradation by a factor 100. This paper demonstrates the relevance of the methodology based on the CRB to evaluate compact PolInSAR systems and missions. It also opens several motivating perspectives. Indeed, no proof has been provided in this paper that the observed behaviors apply to all physical situations characterized by different physical parameters, such as the polarimetric coherency matrices T vol and T gro . A better understanding of the key parameters influencing the values and the behavior of the CRB is an interesting challenge that should also allow one to get better physical insight into the relation with the scattering mechanisms of the volume and forest grounds.
The effect of different sources of deviation to the considered simple homogeneous RVoG model is also a worthwhile theme of research. In particular, since the precision described by the CRB is the minimal variance that can be obtained with unbiased estimators, the analysis of this paper provides a simple method to evaluate the confidence in practical estimations and can be useful to quantify the relative effect of other perturbation sources such as thermal noise, decoherence, and nonhomogeneous scatterer repartition. The analysis could be generalized to the L band or C band. Releasing the Gaussian assumption might also be interesting for addressing large areas with nonuniform properties. Extension to multibaseline PolInSAR systems is also very motivating since such systems can be powerful alternatives to get better precision and a better description of forest structures and also to take into account temporal decorrelation that may occur with spaceborne missions. Nevertheless, maybe the most direct perspective of this paper will be to evaluate whether a fixed transmit polarization can be used so that an acceptable loss of precision can be obtained with compact PolInSAR in comparison with full PolInSAR for most of the realistic vegetation characteristics that would be analyzed with some spaceborne missions. 
In that case [see Fig. 7(a) 
APPENDIX II CORRELATION AND RATIO OF BACKSCATTERED ENERGIES
An asymptotic region of coherence can be defined as the set of points in the complex plane defined by (16) but with the matrices , T 1 , and T 2 . It is well known [6] that
where the ground phase is assumed equal to 0 and γ V = γ V (h v ) is defined with (15) , and with
When r (w) 1, (24) leads to γ (w) − 1 (γ V − 1)/2. When |γ V | 1, γ V is near the circle of unit radius centered on (0, 0). Thus, in that case, γ (w) is near the circle of radius 1/2 and centered on the point of coordinates (1/2, 0). However, r (w) 1 is equivalent to aw † T grow I 1w † T volw , which roughly corresponds to the situation for which the energy scattered by the ground is approximately equal to the energy that is scattered by the volume.
APPENDIX III SATURATION EFFECT IN THE φ g ESTIMATION
To get a simple interpretation of saturation effect in the φ g estimation, and without loss of generality, let us assume that the true value of φ g is equal to 0. For small N values, the least-square line fit of the region of coherence can have a very fluctuating orientation and let us assume that this orientation is uniformly distributed between −π and π. Since the estimated value φ g (K) of φ g corresponds to the intersection between the line and the complex circle which is the closest to the point (1, 0), φ g (K) varies between − arccos(a) and arccos(a) where a is this abscissa of the center of the coherence region [see Fig. 7(b) ]. With the above hypothesis, the probability density function (pdf) of φ g (K) can be determined, but a simple rough approximation of the variance of φ g (K) can be obtained assuming that this pdf is uniform between − arccos(a) to arccos(a), which leads to var sat [ φ g (K)] arccos(a) 2 /3.
